
Filmmaking Skills 

For you to earn achievements for the skills below, you must use them clearly (it must be clear that the 

skill was demonstrated), purposefully (it must be your choice and not by accident), appropriately (they 

have to be a part of the video and not simply put in only to get the achievement),  and effectively (they 

must be used to make the project better).    You can only receive one credit per skill per project. 

Audio Techniques 

Audio Fade -A transitional device in which either a sound gradually dims into silence (Fade-Out) or a 

sound slowly emerges from silence to a clear sound (Fade-In). A fade provides a strong break in 

continuity, usually setting off sequences. 

Audio Effects – Altering the recorded sound in ways other than increasing/decreasing volume or fading. 

Audio Mix -The process of combining all sounds at their proper levels so there is no discernible change in 

volume from one clip to another. 

Video Techniques 

Animation – (Also called Pixellaxton and Stop Motion Animation) The process of photographing 

drawings or objects a frame at a time; by changing a drawing or moving an object slightly before each 

frame is taken, the illusion of motion is realized.  One Animation technique called Pixellaxton is 

performed using cartoon methods to create movement by objects or people. For example, a man will 

stand with feet together and be photo- graphed, then he will repeat this action over and over, but move 

slightly forward each time; the result will show the man apparently moving forward (usually rapidly) 

without moving any part of his body. 

Background Music- Music accompanying action on the screen, but coming from no discernible source 

within the film. 

Cinema Verite -A candid-camera style of filmmaking using hand-held cameras, natural sound, grainy 

high-contrast black-and-white film, and the appearance of no rehearsal and only basic editing. 

Close Up – A shot that focuses very closely on the subject (Example:  The face of the subject.)  (See 

medium and wide shot) 

Cross-Cutting (also known as Parallel Editing) -A method of editing in which the point of view (p.o.v.) 

switches alternately from events at one location to those of another related action. The action is usually 

simultaneous and used to create a dynamic tension. Example: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-

A69UHFk4s 

Deep Focus (also known as depth photography) -Keeping images close by and far away in sharp focus 

simultaneously.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNTJnHGnVeg 



Dolly Shot -A moving shot taken from a dolly. A Dolly-In moves the camera toward the subject, while a 

Dolly-Out moves the camera away from the subject. A dolly shot creates a sense of movement through 

space by capturing changes in perspective.  Slightly different from a Tracking Shot because the Dolly 

Shot does not follow the subject.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZgUu6VFmAI 

Dubbing (also known as Lip Sync or Lip Dub) - The process of matching voice with the lip movements of 

an actor on the screen; dubbing also refers to any aspect of adding or combining sounds to create a 

film's final soundtrack.  

Editing (continuity editing, narrative montage) -The process of splicing individual shots together into a 

complete film. Editing (as opposed to Montage) puts shots together to create a smoothly flowing 

narrative in an order making obvious sense in terms of time and place. 

Extreme Close Up – A shot that is extremely close to the subject.  (Example:  Just on a person’s eye.) 

Fade -A transitional device in which either an image gradually dims until the viewer sees only a black 

screen (Fade-Out) or an image slowly emerges from a black screen to a clear and bright picture (Fade-

In). A fade provides a strong break in continuity, usually setting off sequences. 

Fast Motion -(also known as Accelerated Motion) Movements on the screen appearing more rapid than 

they would in actual life. For example, a man riding a bicycle will display legs pumping furiously while he 

flashes through city streets at the speed of a racing car.  

Flashback -A segment of film that breaks normal chronological order by shifting directly to time past. 

Flashback may be subjective (showing the thoughts and memory of a character) or objective (returning 

to earlier events to show their relationship to the present). 

Flash Forward -A segment of film that breaks normal chronological order by shifting directly to a future 

time. Flash forward, like flashback, may be subjective (showing precognition or fears of what might 

happen) or objective (suggesting what will eventually happen and thus setting up relationships for an 

audience to perceive). 

Flashframe -A shot lasting only a few frames; the shortness of a flashframe makes its content difficult to 

assimilate. When many flashframes follow each other, they create a feeling of intense action and often 

visually resemble the effects of stroboscopic light; when used alone, flashframes usually act as 

flashbacks or flash forwards. 

Focus-Through (racking) -A change of the field in focus taking the viewer from one object to another 

that was previously out of focus.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Nf92X_c6og 

Freeze Frame – Stopping of video on a single frame.  

High-Angle Shot -A shot taken from above a subject, creating a sense of "looking down" upon whatever 

is photographed.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V1uE1-wTPs 



Intercutting- The alternation between actions taking place at two distinct locations to make one 

composite scene. For example, cutting between two people involved in the same telephone 

conversation. The distinction between this and cross cutting is one of compression of time. The intercut 

can be used to speed up a scene and eliminate large pieces of time that would slow a story down. 

Jump Cut -An instantaneous cut from one action to another, at first seemingly unrelated, action. Jump 

cuts will usually call attention to themselves because of the abrupt change in time and/or place. 

Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQggDq7TC74 

Local Music - Music originating within a scene and audible to both the characters in the film and the 

audience. 

Low-Angle Shot -A shot taken from below a subject, creating a sense of "looking up to" whatever is 

photographed. Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V1uE1-wTPs 

Match Cut -A cut intended to blend two shots together unobtrusively (opposed to a Jump Cut).  

Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rI82hsBrq8w 

Matte Shot (also known as Chroma Keying) -A process for combining two separate shots on one video, 

resulting in a picture that looks as if it had been photographed all at once. For example, a shot of a man 

walking might be combined with a shot of a card table in such a way that the man appears to be six 

inches high and walking on a normal size card table.  Example:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5gSJUuO4vk  How to:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbD73ZWCGCk 

Medium Shot- A shot that includes part of the scene and people’s bodies from the waist up.  (See Wide 

shot and close up). 

Montage - (also known as Dynamic Editing, Expressive Montage, Conditional Montage, and other things) 

A method of putting shots together in such a way that dissimilar materials are juxtaposed to make a 

statement. A shot of a man followed by a shot of a peacock, for example, declares that the man is 

pompous. Examples:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg89T4-Momc  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpdIJemNFsc  and the classic: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP3MFBzMH2o 

 MOS -Any segment of film taken without sound. (The letters MOS come from early foreign directors 

who wanted pictures taken "mit out sound.") 

Negative Image -An image with color value reversed from positive to negative, making white seem black 

and black appear white. 

Nonsynchronous Sound -Sound that combines sounds from one source with visuals from another, such 

as intense argument with only a man walking alone visible, or the sounds of a rooster accompanying 

visuals of a classroom lecturer. (See Synchronous Sound.)  Example:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mhp5SpTxQw8 



Objective Camera - The attempt to suggest that the camera acts only as a passive recorder of what 

happens in front of it. The use of objective camera relies on de-emphasis of technique, involving 

minimal camera movement and editing. 

Pan -A shot in which a stationary camera turns horizontally, revealing new areas. 

Perspective -The way objects appear to the eye in terms of their relative positions and distances. 

Picture-in-Picture- A shot showing a photo or video within a larger video. 

Reaction Shot -A shot showing one or more characters reacting to an action or statement.  Example:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdthDT8mW4o 

Reverse Angle Shot - A shot of an object or person taken in the direction opposite that of the preceding 

shot (for example, a shot of the gates of a prison from within followed by a reverse angle shot showing 

the gates from outside).  

Reverse Motion – Movements on the screen appear to happen in the reverse of how they would in real 

life. 

Slow Motion -Movements on the screen appearing slower than they would in actual life. For example, a 

diver will seem to float to the water gently rather than fall at the speed dictated by gravity.  

Split Screen- Having two or more videos combined side by side into one.  Example:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRbao8I1WHc 

Subjective Camera -Shots simulating what a character actually sees; audience, character, and camera all 

"see" the same thing. Much subjective camera involves distortion, indicating abnormal mental states. 

Shots suggesting how a viewer should respond are also called "subjective" (for example, a high-angle 

shot used to make a boy look small and helpless).  Example (shots from both his and her point of view):  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V1uE1-wTPs 

Swish Pan or Whip Pan -A quick pan from one position to another caused by spinning the camera on its 

vertical axis and resulting in a blurring of details between the two points. Sometimes a swish pan is used 

as a transition by creating a blur and then ending the blur at an action in an entirely different place or 

time.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snBax-TNmEc   

Synchronous Sound -Sound coordinated with and derived from a film's visuals. (See Nonsynchronous 

Sound) 

Tilt Shot -A shot taken by angling a stationary camera up (tilt-up) or down (tilt-down).  Example:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pCdGF6i1qY 

Transitions (there are several types) A method of making a transition from one shot to another shot 

using special effects (usually done in the video software).  For example, a  Dissolve (also known as a lap 

dissolve) is a method of making a transition from one shot to another by briefly superimposing one 



image upon another and then allowing the first image to disappear. A dissolve is a stronger form of 

transition than a cut and indicates a distinct separation in action. Another example is a whip.  A wipe is a 

transitional device in which one image slowly replaces another by pushing the other out of the way. 

Tracking Shot (also known as a traveling shot, trucking shot) -Any shot using a mobile camera that 

follows (or moves toward or away from) the subject by moving on tracks or by being mounted on a 

vehicle.  Example:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1mHtkpkxiA 

Voice-Over - Any spoken language not seeming to come from images on the screen. Example: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQggDq7TC74 

Wide Shot – A shot that includes all or most of the scene and people’s entire bodies.  (See Medium shot 

and close up) 

Zoom Shot - A shot accomplished with a lens capable of smoothly and continuously changing focal 

lengths from wide-angle to telephoto (zoom in) or telephoto to wide-angle (zoom out). 


